REQUIRED ONLINE DOCUMENTS TO BE ATTACHED TO ONLINE UÜYÖS APPLICATION FORM

(1) The information below outlines the documents to be attached to UÜYÖS Application Form.

a) One passport size photo (Applicant must be facing forward and looking straight at the camera without anything covering the face, and photos must be taken by a professional photo service within the last 6 months to reflect applicant's current appearance and must be about 4X6 cm in size and jpeg format. Hand-held self portraits, full size photos are not accepted. Applications are rejected if the applicants do not submit photos that meet the photo requirements and do not reflect the applicants.)

b) Copy of the Applicant's Passport (Pages of the passport having applicant’s photo and official details should be scanned in jpeg format and submitted in one page.)

c) Bank receipt showing the UÜYÖS exam fee payment should be scanned in jpeg format and submitted in a single page.

d) Applications which are not submitted during the application period, which does not match the requirements of this directive (applications with incomplete or incorrect, unreadable, small size, high coloured or forged documents) are denied.

PASSPORT DIRECTIVES

(1) Passport requirements are stated as follows:

a) If you are under the age of 18 and for this reason if you do not hold a passport, you can add a valid ID card which is valid in your country.

   ➢ If you are under 18 on the exam date, you should bring notarized Turkish translation of your parent’s passport and your valid official ID card to the examination center.

   ➢ If you are 18 or over, you should bring your own passport and a valid official ID card to the examination.

b) Check the validity and the date of expiry of your passport. Be sure to hold a valid passport for your application, UÜYÖS examination and UÜ admission. Submissions with expired passports are not accepted and are not taken under review.

c) Your passport bio page photo and the photo you add to your UÜYÖS online application form are required to match in the way you look. To avoid any confusion, it is also suggested that you renew your passport with the photo you choose to add to your UÜYÖS application.

d) Applicants who hold Turkish citizenship and who complete or will complete their secondary education in a foreign country can make their applications with their Turkish passports.

e) Turkish citizen applicants who completed their secondary education abroad and returned to Turkey can apply with the copy of their Turkish Republic ID card if they do not hold a Turkish passport.

f) Only the ones who hold dual citizenship and who do not have foreign or Turkish passport can upload a copy of their Turkish Republic ID card.
**ÜÜYÖS EXAMINATION ENTRANCE CARD**

(1) Examination halls will be announced at the Uludağ University’s website http://www.uludag.edu.tr/ on 6th May 2016. After completing the applications, the candidates will get their ÜÜYÖS Examination Entrance Cards showing the place they are going to take the examination from http://www.uludag.edu.tr/This A5 sized document includes an encrypted ÜÜ logo.

ÜÜYÖS Examination Entrance Card can be printed out by entering your candidate number after the applications are closed through a link which is published on http://www.uludag.edu.tr/

(2) Candidate number, name and surname of the applicant, examination center, date of examination, hall and desk number and exam time are available on Examination Entrance Card.

**ATTENTION!**

The applicants who have lost their Examination Admission Document can reprint their documents by logging in the system again with their Y.U./T.C./Passport Numbers.

Candidates are required to ensure whether they meet the “Terms of Application” in line with the Uludağ University Foreign National Student Acceptance Directive and the application principles for accepting foreign national students prescribed by Council of Higher Education (YÖK).

Candidates not meeting the terms of application will not be entitled to any rights with the scores they achieve even if they take the examination. Any candidate applying to ÜÜYÖS is deemed to agree to all of the conditions specified in this manual and Uludağ University Foreign National Student Acceptance Directive.

The information must be logged in the system accurately and can not be emended.

[Click here](http://www.uludag.edu.tr) for the Directive.

[Click here](http://www.uludag.edu.tr) for the ÜÜYÖS Guide.

[Click here](http://www.uludag.edu.tr) for the ÜÜYÖS Application. [Application Period: 04 April – 29 April 2016 (Application finished at 17:00 p.m.) (By Turkey Time)]

More info on Uludağ University Admission For Foreign Student : Address: Uludağ Üniversitesi Rektörlük Öğrenci İşleri Daire Başkanlığı 16059 Görükle/BURSA-TÜRKİYE

Tel: +90 224 294 06 00  +90 224 294 06 24  +90 224 294 06 25  Fax: +90 224 294 06 29


Email: bulalb@uludag.edu.tr  nangun@uludag.edu.tr  oidb@uludag.edu.tr  contact@uludag.edu.tr